
Answer Key and Solutions 

Exercise- 8 

 

1. C. it has become the crucial agenda of international relations………………. 

2. B. The goal of sustainable development is so……………………………….. 

3. A. Global partnerships aim for capitalizing on the…………………………. 

(Global partnership  is important both for fighting climate change and 

creating sustainable development) 

4. B. New energy equipment has to be manufactured for energy efficiency. 

(Coal is not going to help the purpose) 

5. B. Solar thermal generators and concentrators have to be designed. 

Simultaneous work is also required……… (of the many new plans, carbon 

sequestration on among them) 

6. B. Refer to first and last lines of the passage.  

7. B. The fear that India will have a problem if it does not change its approach 

is founded on evidence that, though India’s growth in GDP, on average has 

been impressive since its economic reforms since the 1990, India seems to 

create fewer jobs with every per cent………………… 

8. D. India has an opportunity it must seize to become a viable factory for the 

world…………………… 

9. C. on average has been impressive since its economic reforms since the 

1990, India seems to create fewer jobs with every per cent increase in GDP 

than other developing countries do………….. 

10.  C. teaching became the sanctuary of the incompetent. (Teaching is a 

profession) 

11.  C. Now the performance of a teacher can be opened up for the world to see. 

12.  D. The better teacher will be more popular, and acquire more 

students………. 

We need leaders, entrepreneurs in teaching positions, not salaried 

people trying to hold on to their mantle.  

13.   A. For the romantics among us, physicist Haroldo Ribeiro’s recent work might 

seem prosaic. 



14.  B. magnitude of complexity and entropy among various paintings mirror 

stylistic shifts throughout art history. 

15.  C. By learning from these patterns, the program could even be used to sort 

lesser-known works of art into specific artistic styles 

16.  B. He warns us of the imminent danger. Therefore, it is admonition.  

17. C.   Eventually helping us to track where plastics and litter go in our oceans, 

revealing where the missing 99 percent is in our ocean goes. 

18. D. ………… and monitor plastics to help researchers answer how much of the 

missing 99 percent ends up on our beaches. The more you tag, the better the 

computer program gets at identifying plastics! 

19.  B. It is something written in our genes. If we could not listen, we would not have been able to 

respond to the world around us.  

20.  B. We want to be listened to, but will not make the effort to listen to others. That is why 

there is so much miscommunication in the world.                                             We can learn 

from those who exercise the power of listening.  

21.  D. I owe much to people who listened to me. ‘Hearers’ is a casual term. Hearing does not 

involve serious listening.  

22.  


